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Rev. Bill Crews of the Exodus Foundation knows about cutting through the clutter of pretence
and personal ego in favour of showing kindness to those who need it.
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The Latin root of the word "decide" means "to cut through." It implies releasing oneself from stuff. Perhaps,
the creature comforts of modernity, or the distractions of daily life, or the conflict-for-conflict's sake that
seems to define much of how we currently live.

Reverend Bill Crews of the Exodus Foundation knows about cutting through to serve. On becoming the
pastor of a dwindling Uniting Church parish in Sydney's inner west in the 1980s, Billy decided to devote
himself to his "poor buggers," as he calls the homeless or those at risk of homelessness. I make out that Billy
― proudly a mate for more than 20 years while I've kicked around politics, business and charities ― cut
through the clutter of pretence and personal ego in favour of growing grace among those who need it.

Often, those who are hardest to love are those that need it the most. Nowadays, Billy, his team and his
volunteers tend to and mend the bodies, spirits and lives of thousands of Sydney's long-term homeless
through his soup kitchens and health centre in Ashfield. He cuts through all the usual bureaucratic barriers
and "but what about …?" doubters in order to make sure folks are fed, clothed and have access to their basic
health care.

At the same time, he tries to prevent homelessness and foster futures for socially disadvantaged kids through
a "Direct Instruction" style educational program. It takes the old-fashioned time, patience and caring
discipline to advance each child to basic literacy and numeracy ― an approach the public system just isn't
designed for. Billy cuts through all the entrenched academic and teaching interests ― masquerading as
"expertise" ― simply to make sure kids can get out of poverty by being able to read, write and count.

And, increasingly, Billy just turns up where there is the hurt of homelessness and heartache that needs
healing. Last month, he popped up on the television news from outside of Calais in France, walking through a

https://www.exodusfoundation.org.au/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-01-27/daily-battle-between-migrants-and-police-in-calais/10738318


frozen muddy wood, strewn with sodden blankets and disposed sneakers. He was there to comfort and feed
upwards of 10,000 desperate people trying to somehow enter the UK for what they see as a better life ―
regardless of Brexit headlines or Davos debates.

Reverend Bill Crews speaks to a migrant in Dunkirk.
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It matters not to Billy whether they're "genuine refugees" from the war in Syria or "economic migrants" from
Africa. That is the stuff that we comfortably debate while people in discomfort like Billy deal with the
disaster to hand: hunger, cold, family separation and exploitation. Somehow, imperfect as each of us is
ourselves, these "poor buggers" through either good or bad decisions, and good or bad luck, have ended up in
frost-bitten forest where a saintly ex-engineer from Sydney tries to help them rather than judge them.

When it all boils down, Billy can't say no to salving the suffering of others ― or to pointing out the
underlying causes of that suffering. He does it with little regard to his own circumstances. He once turned up
in New York City when I was there in mid-winter and I took him for a pastrami sandwich at an old Jewish
deli. Bill sat there in only his old worn jumper and talked to me about life being "a chance to choose the
hardest thing you can do and then doing it."

Another time, Billy said to me: "We become free when we shed ourselves of the secret stories." The stories of
perhaps our own humiliations and failures at the personal level; the stories of shame and suffering ― like that
in Calais ― at the global level.

They are out there, these real leaders like Billy. These folks who go above and beyond. These normal people
who live extraordinarily for the extended good. The real heroes rather than those who receive official
Australia Day honours for simply doing their jobs or "services to domestic horticulture."

They are often muted out by the perpetual static that seems to permeate our modern age. Where some new
amalgam of digital distraction, "shouting" culture, moral and physical vanity, and less opportunities to



practice empathy seems to anaesthetise us. Rather than decide and cut through, we seem somehow cut off
from both the prospect of similar sacrifice or from simply acknowledging that extreme disadvantage is
inherently illogical in such a blessed economic age.

Truthfully, not each of us has the courage of Crews. Nor do we have his clarity of purpose or his personal
perseverance. I know I don't. Maybe, we each can't do a supreme sacrifice for others.

But, maybe, just as well, we each can decide on some smaller kindness. If not among the homeless and
stateless of Calais, then at the local café to buy a cuppa for a worn-out workmate. Or, watching Sam
Dastayari on a reality television show, and affording him a second chance outside our near-automatic
cynicism and political tribalism. Or, if we are of high office, finding the extra time and energy to make a
program or policy change that isn't high in profile or high in votes, but high in moral impact and lives
changed.

We each actually know how to be Billy Crews our own way. Bigger or smaller, substantive or symbolic,
professional or personal, we each know what we can cut through to make good. Be Billy. Thank you, Billy.

Pete Shmigel is the former CEO of Lifeline Australia, and a long-term advisor to Premiers and
Ministers, and corporate and NGO leaders.
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